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Opinion • Matt Pierce discusses racial issues.
Russia promises to withdraw
troops from Chechnya.

Nation* Kevorkian trial rolls along in Michigan.
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fight College's
unfriendly skies
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Organizations
sponsor B-GLAO
week

Several University organizations are sponsoring
Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian
Awareness Days this week.
The B-G LA D activities
Include a LAG A information table today, Thursday
and Friday from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. on the Education Building Steps, a discussion titled
"Some Straight Talk on
Homosexuality" by Ellen
Fulton from the University
of Georgia at 9:30 p.m. April
18 in the McDonald Country
Side Room, showing "Cabaret," an Acadamy Awardwinning movie in the Gish
Film Theater on April 18 at
7:30 p.m., and a LAG A educational panel at 8 p.m. on
the second floor lounge of
the Student Services Building.
Today is also Jeans Day.
Any member of the University community can wear
jeans to make a statement.
The statement is multifaceted. It can show support
human rights and the right
to exist without harassment
and discrimination, or support the rights of gay, lesbian and bisexual students,
staff and administrators.

UAA, University
Ambassadors sponsor Senior Send Off

The Undergraduate
Alumni Association and the
University Ambassadors
are sponsoring the eighth
annual Senior Send Off in
honor of seniors graduating
in May, August and December of 1996.
The celebration is carrying a carnival theme titled
"BG: A Festival of Memories."
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Atlanta fire fighters battle a blaze at Adams of the Fox restaurant adjacent to the historic Fox
Theatre early Monday, April IS. The fire caused heavy damage to the restaurant and damaged the
Fox's offices.

Food, water scarce for Liberian refugees
Nyenatl Allison
The Associated Press

MONROVIA, Liberia - The
plight of 10,000 people trapped in
a barracks most sought out as a
safe haven from Liberia's civil
war grew more desperate Tuesday under a fresh attack from
one of the rival factions.
From dozens of refugees who
fled the buildings amid the new
fighting came reports that many
of those still inside are dying of
cholera and that food and water
are becoming scarce.
Firing mortar shells and truckmounted artillery, forces loyal to
Charles Taylor advanced to

"The program
has been on the
edge all the five
years I've been
here."
-Thomas Erekson.Dean
of the Collegt of Technology, in reference to
the
University's
Aerotechnotogy pro-

about 200 yards from the barracks where fighters loyal to
rival rebel leader Roosevelt
Johnson were holding hostages
as human shields.
Thousands of others sought
refuge there from the violence
that has convulsed Monrovia.
Fighters inside the barracks
returned fire and appeared to
have repelled the attack as shooting subsided. At least five Liberian refugees were killed and one
critically Injured in the fighting,
according to journalists inside
the compound.
"These people will have to stop
fighting. They can't kill everybody m the barracks," said

Joseph Brimah, a Liberian who
was one of the first to flee with
his son.
Another who fled the barracks,
hospital medic Massa Kpanna,
said 10 people were dying there
daily from cholera, and that food
and water were running short.
People were bathing with seawater, he said.
The hostages Included 37 West
African peacekeeping troops
from Nigeria and Guinea, said
Gabriel Anyankpele, the force's
chief of staff. An unknown number of Lebanese civilians also
was being held.
There were reports Tuesday
that fighters loyal to Johnson

Student leaders to
host workshop at
University Saturday
Vlnce Guerrierl
The BC News

Quote of
the day

Aerotechnology students made
a proposal to the college dean and
staff to save the program in a
meeting Tuesday night.
In the students' presentation,
they asked that last week's decision to suspend Aerotechnology Program admissions be reversed.
Jeff Rose, aerotechnology
major, said an essential part to
the reversal is completing a
search for a program director.
He said the person would have to
have administration experience
as well as recruiting experience
to bring in more students.
"We need someone to take the
reins of this problem and get us
back from the deficit and on the
positive side of the ledger again,"
Rose said.
Rose also said the students
need more time to generate a
viable plan to address financial
shortfalls. He said students and
the new program director could
develop solutions by increasing
enrollments.
"Increasing our student numbers would bring in additional
revenue, which could only help
the program," Rose said.
Thomas Erekson. College of
Technology dean, said he wanted
further dialogue between students and staff members to stop
any rumors. He said some stu-

dents had mistakenly been Informed that since the program
was being phased out in two
years, they could earn an associate's degree.
"We do not have the authority
to give an associate's degree in
this college," Erekson said.
The students' presentation included the Impact of the closure
on the College of Technology as
well as the impact on co-op employers and area airports.
Eloise Clark, vice president for
Academic Affairs, also spoke to
the crowd of students, faculty
and parents. She commended the
students''work on the effects of
the Aerotechnology Program on
the University budget. However,
she said there was more to consider than the deficit.
"Aside from just the financial
ramifications, I have watched the
program for some years and had
serious concerns about the lack
of stablility and having the
leadership of program director
on a continuous and steady
basis," Clark said.
Erekson told the audience It is
unlikely the program can be revived, even with private dollars.
"When you're trying to
raise money for operational costs
it's really difficult," Erekson
said. "When you're trying to
raise money to improve a program, something extra, something someone can get their
name on - it's a lot easier."

Nearly 100 resident advisers
and other student leaders will
converge on the University Saturday for a leadership training
workshop.
The RA Drive-in Workshop is
now in its 17th year, according to
Ron Klinger, head of the Drive-in
Committee. The motto for the
workshop isThose who lead ...
prepare to succeed," according
to Klinger.
Klinger said 97 students from
13 schools throughout Michigan
and Ohio are expected to attend.
He is very pleased with the expected turnout.

"Spring is a busy semester for
everyone," Klinger said. "We're
very lucky."
The workshop will consist of
various presentations and seminars focusing on leadership and
development, according to
Klinger. Several RAs and Hall
Directors will be giving presentations.
Kerry Wlllard, Bromfield Hall
director, will give a presentation
about time management. Willard,
previously an RA and a resident
director, is in her first year with
the RA Drive-in, but she has given presentations across campus
about time management and

were gathering southeast of the
capital. A U.N. source speaking
on condition of anonymity said
fighters from the Krahn ethnic
group may be headed toward
Monrovia.
The source also said radio
intercepts Indicated that factions
were well aware of 23,000 tons of
food stored in Monrovia's port by
the U.N. World Food Program.
Taylor's men have been shelling the barracks since the latest
fighting in Liberia's 6-year-old
civil war began 10 days ago.
Tuesday was the first time they
attacked with small-arms fire.
Taylbr, the most powerful
member of the country's six-man

Gray Spring

See LIBERIA, page tix.

Government
aggression
act of war,
says militia
The Associated Press
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Yellow tulips frame the Capitol Monday, April IS, on an overcast
spring day in Washington.

See DRIVE-IN, page six.
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ruling council, has refused to negotiate the release of the West
African peacekeepers and Lebanese civilians who are being
held hostage at the barracks. He
has demanded that Johnson surrender to the U.S. Embassy or the
United Nations.
All the shops and office buildings In the seaside capital have
been looted and most of them
destroyed since the fighting began. More than 60,000 Monrovians have been left homeless by
the violence, and most international humanitarian agencies
have pulled out.

CANTON - A militia group in
Ohio would view aggression by
the federal government against
the Montana Freemen as an act
of war, the group's leader says.
Don Vos, the brigadier general
of the Columbiana County Unorganized Militia, is in Montana to
monitor the standoff that began
March 25 between federal agents
and the armed anti-government
activists.
Earlier this month, Vos sent
letters to militia members across
the country, asking them to come
to Montana.
.
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See FREEMEN, page six.
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Senior reflects
on jeans past
Oh my gosh! Another remember when...? story. No. Not
today. I want to discuss changing. Changing from a fresh out of
high school know-it-all to a soon
to be fresh out of college know-ltall. I've changed In a lot of ways
In five years. For one I now go to
classes more than half the time
and when I'm there I try not to
read the newspaper for the entire
time.
Another thing I do differently
is make an effort to stand by
what I believe regardless of what
others say. I root for the Bengals,
I wear my high school's girls'
basketball T-shirts, I listen to Mill! VanlUl, and I try to wear jeans
on Jeans Day. No, this is not a
column where I come out and say
I'm gay. I'm not gay, but if I
were, would you have stopped
reading this? If you have kept on
reading, but feel a little uneasy
about what I might try to say,
dent be, because I'm not here to
ram multicutural junk down your
throat. I'm also not here to list
gay people I know in some attempt to show they're just like
you or me and that they're cool. I
shouldn't have to. What I'm trying to get at is that we all tend to
do things pretty different from
others and it seems plain to me
that nobody should have to defend themselves just for not being like you.
On this day five years ago I
walked outside wearing jeans. I
was new here and I had no idea of
Jeans Day's existence or what it
meant When I came back from
my morning class I was asked
why I had jeans on. "Dont you
know better?" I was asked. 1
didn't. I went down to my room

"What I'm trying to
get at is that we all
tend to do things
pretty different from
others and it seems
plain to me that
nobody should have
to defend themselves
just for not being like
you."

and changed into shorts. I didn't
really think about it. I just did it.
I dont look back at that time and
say "Boy, was I stupid" or "Boy,
was I ignorant," I just think
"Boy, was I young." I'm not the
same person I was back then. For
better or for worse. I do clearly
realize now people don't need to
go through this. We shouldn't
make a conscious decision to
not support people.
John Mellencamp once wrote
"I do things my way and I pay a
high price." This shouldn't be.
I'm not asking you to go out and
save the world. Hell, there's no
magic speech that will make you
support others' differences, and
if there is, I dont have it in me.
All I'm asking is for you to remember that we all do things
different In this world. The bottom line is that if you wear jeans
today, you're saying people
shouldn't have to suffer for who
they are. Would you want to?

Last week's presentation of Lee
Mun Wah's film "The Color of
Fear" and the enthralling postmovie workshop capped off a
week in which racism weighed
heavily on my mind. Disturbing
news items on white supremacists holed up in Montana and racist FBI/ATF hoedowns reawakened me to the fact that racism
is alive and well and living in our
country.
Lee Mun Wah is fully aware of
this, and provides evidence in his
film in which eight men candidly
discuss how race has affected
their lives. The discourse focuses
on David, a middle-aged white
man who is unable to comprehend his own racism, instead
spewing stock white replies to
cries of racism and minimizing
the pain of his peers so as not to
have to deal with it. By the end of
the film, however, David sees,
through the others' vivid testimonials, how his race's unthinking actions create tension across
ALL race lines in the U.S.
I tend to believe that the vast
majority of racism derives from
whites. One problem is that
European-Americans make
"white" synonomous with "human" in their minds, creating
monsters out of hyphenated
Americans. In the film, it is
stated that there is no describable "White Experience" to correspond with the uniquely "Black

Pierce
Experience" and other "experiences." If there was and whites
were knowlegeable of it, we
would be focusing on a tradition
of murder and oppression that
has put the planet Into our greedy
hands. No wonder the "White
Experience" is suppressed-what
culture wants to get in touch with
its own past (and present) evils?
By Ignoring our past deeds and
not coming to terms with our
present problems, we refuse to
admit responsibility for the sorry
state of race relations while we
avoid conciousness of white
privilege. Without cognizance of
the reasons our lives are so much
better, we are likely to blame the
victim for racism. Many expect
minorities to clean up the socioeconomic mess we've made for
them. "Why don't they just stop
complaining, work harder and
pull themselves out of it?" so
many unconcious racists have
queried. Enough with the
bull"". It is high time we acknowledged that white America
should bear the brunt of the responsibility of ending racism.
That responsibility is not an

easy one. There is no quick fix
for breaking down the barriers of
racism. The development of a
new conciousness cannot occur
nationwide in our lifetime. At
present, we can only hope to
headtoward societal change.
That means helping minorities
acheive success on their own
terms, not ones we set up for
them and hold them to. We must
let them be a factor in the direction America takes by ceasing to
bar people of color from positions of power as well.
It amazes me that people of
color, as one of the film's partclpants stated, "tolerate" us white
folks. If we were treated by minorities as we treat them, there
would be a white uproar beacuse
of the disrespect shown and superior attitude taken. The key to
defeating racism is certainly not
pity of minorities, but respect
towards them and a willingness
to help solve their, or rather
OUR, problems.
I, like many others of my race,
consider myself a recovering racist, someone attempting to unlearn the subconcious hatred
taught to me through a warped
education system and a whitecontrolled media The things that
I do on a mental level to impede
my own racism are barely significant, and I continually worry
that I am not doing enough.
One thing I have learned to do

is to dump my pride and to accept and believe almost every
scrap of evidence of my race's
past or present transgressions
towards other races. At some
point I told myself that there was
so much of that type of information in circulation, that a great
deal of it must have validity. (A.
reasoning error, I know, but one
that has helped me.)
Amongst my friends and by
myself, I take other steps. After a
racist thought or action, such as
walking faster past a black guy in
a parking lot, I attack myself
with cognitive dissonance,
shamed of my unfounded fears.
If a friend begins to tell an ethnic joke, I stop them. I need to
admonish them not to tell it when
I leave the room, either. I want
everyone to understand how
making the differences between
us a subject of mockery is hateful. Dont tell that joke! You're
either with me against racism or
not. "But Matt," they'll plead.
"I'm not actively oppressing
anyone." Fine. But you know
what they say - If you're not part
of the solution....
Matt Pierce, Wednesday columnist for the BG News, can be
contacted
at
mattp9bgnet.bgsu.edu. Thanks
to Rhea and Dr. Lundeana Thomas.
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■ Bob Dinsdale is a guest columnist for The BG News.
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Sleep tips from the foam mattress
Socrates, Plato, Bob Romans.
The meaning of life, extraterrestrials, the contents of a hot
dog. These famous philosophers
have discussed these and other
topics so much that now there is
almost nothing left to say about
them. Today I will use my newfound wisdom to explore a topic
so difficult, so controversial that
no philosopher has ever contemplated It. This subject is sleep.
How to get, why we have it, and
... and ... there was something
else, but I'm so tired I forgot
what it was.
Luckily for me, my friend recently received for her birthday
one "Contour Sleep System." The
"Contour Sleep System" Is composed of a mattress pad (one side
uniquely designed to hold approximately 237 eggs) and a pillow made out of the same scratchy substance as the mattress so
you will itch ALL over when you
wake up the next morning. Even
luckier was the set of instructions on use and sleeping tips Included in the "Contour Sleep
System." I will now attempt to
break down and translate these
instructions so the common college student, even me, can finally
know how to get the sleep he/she
desires so much,
MATTRESS PAD INSTALLATION -"The mattress pad is
compressed for shipping. Un-

pack it carefully. When you unroll the pad, allow time for it to
assume its natural state." They
for got to mention the natural
state Is that of a lovable, huggable 4'8" 2S7 lb. woman named Helga.
CARE AND CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS -"No cleaning is
required with normal use."
Cleaning of user is optional.
"Any gradual discoloration of
the pillow foam caused by exposure to light is normal." Any
gradual discoloration of persons
using the mattress is also normal
and to be expected.
"Upon opening, you may notice
a slight odor. This Is natural with
'fresh foam' and will fade soon."
If your foam has no odor, it must
be stale foam and we will reimburse you.
WARNING -"This product contains urethane foam, which is
flammable and should not be exposed to open flames." However
it is perfectly fine and normal to
expose mattresses without
urethane foam to open flame, we
like to think they make a pretty
nice bonfire.
"The life of the pillow or pad
can vary from person to person
depending on the weight or shape
of your head and neck ... After
Initial Installation, do not fold the
r

pillow or pad because folding can
■"Use the bedroom for sleep
break down the cell structure of and rest only," because in a perthe foam and reduce Its support fect world everyone Is mateless
qualities."
so there is no need for other activities.
So basically, do not: jump on
■They also suggest creating
the mattress, use the mattress in
any way especially for sleeping "quiet noise" which surprised
purposes, look at the mattress me, because I was stupid and
cross-eyed, inhale the mattress thought It didn't exist.
(this for 1996 presidential candi■"Keep the room temperature
dates only), or even open the box
the mattress came in because under 75 degrees." If you've
this is probably dangerous and been sleeping In a sauna and
wondering why you couldn't get
bad for the mattress.
to sleep, problem solved.
So there you have It. Thanks to
Even though you cant use the
mattress, the tips for a better the makers of the "Contour Sleep
night's sleep are probably worth System (T.M. and Reserved for
the price of the mattress. Indeed, Idiots)" you too can now sleep
I discovered many profane and peacefully every night for the
thought provoking insights that rest of your life. With your newmay in fact prove useful. For ex- found spare time that you normally spend sleeping, you can go
ample ...
"Our human bodies are nat- shopping. While there, you might
urally Inclined to feel sleepy in decide to buy an answering
the early to middle hours of the machine. When you open It up
afternoon." Isn't this the time and read the instructions, you
that most classes are held? may not believe that throughout
the whole 10 pages the answering
Hmmmm...
"The average sleeper moves machine device is (really, this is
some 40 to 60 times In 8 hours of really true, please believe me)
sleep." WARNING - this is not a referred to as "YOUR UNIT."
I don't even want to get Into
valid explanation of why you
woke up In your roommate's bed. that one.
Tom Mather is the Wednesday
Now for the good part. Here
are some the tips provided, that I columnist for The BG News. You
SWEAR I didn't make up, for a can reach him at
mather9bgnet.bgsu.edu.
good nights sleep.
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Small plane crash kills pilot
Only passenger injured, hopsitalized in critical condition
The Associated Press

NEWARK -- A plane crashed
in a field near an airport Tuesday after reporting engine
trouble, killing one person and
injuring a second.
Kelly Bair, a police dispatcher in Granvllle west of Newark, said two people were
aboard the Cherokee that
crashed about 10:30 am. about
five miles northwest of the
Newark-Heath Airport.
The crash killed pilot John
Penbrooke, 40, of Guysville,
said Trooper David Bever of
the State Highway Patrol. A
passenger, Nancy E. Pierce, 48,
of Guysville, about 10 miles
southeast of Athens, was in
critical condition at Grant
Medical Center in Columbus,
hospital spokeswoman Sharron
Travis said.
The plane was heading to
University Airport In Athens
from Meigs Field in Chicago,
said Scott Huth, a traffic control specialist for the Federal
Aviation Administration office

The Associated Press
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Ohio State Patrol trooper* Investigate the crash of an airplane west of Granvllle, Ohio, Tuesday.
One person died when the plane, bound from Chicago to Athens, Ohio, crashed after reporting engine trouble. A passenger in the plane was Injured.
in Cleveland. He said earlier
tower reports the plane was
bound from Cleveland were incorrect.

9,000 feet when it started
having engine trouble. It lost
power and couldn't hold its altitude, he said.

Jerry Crowell, assistant
manager for programs at Port
Columbus International Airport, said the plane was at

Ohio senators agree about immigration
Katherlne Rlzzo
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - If the Senate
ever revives its massive immigration bill, Ohio will see its two
senators on the same side of the
issue.
Democrat John Glenn and Republican Mike DeWine agree the
legislation should deal only with
people who entered this country
illegally, and-not those who followed the rules and immigrated
legally.
The question of who should be
covered by any new immigration
statute was a major point of contention in the Senate Judiciary
Committee. It promised to be a
major point of contention again

during floor debate until Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole pulled
the bill from the floor Tuesday
because of a dispute over unrelated amendments.
DeWine, who serves on the
committee that worked on the
immigration bill, had been devoting considerable time promoting
the idea that legal and illegal
immigration should be dealt with
separately.

mid-1800's.

"It's pretty clear that Denis
DeWine came here with nothing
but guts and ambition. He took a
chance on America, and America
took a chance on him," DeWine
said.

But his press secretary, Bryan
McCleary, said Glenn, like DeWine, was backing Michigan Sen.
Spence Abraham's amendment to
keep legal immigration out of the
bill dealing with illegal immigration.

He said Glenn's position is that
Glenn is descended from similar stock. His forebears emi- "they're two different classes of
grated in the late 1700's from people, one legal and one illegal,
Coleraine, Ireland, counting both and it makes sense to deal with
Glenn and DeWine among the them separately."
In speeches, news conferences 1.89 million Ohioans who trace
and a newspaper column written their ancestry to Ireland.
The legislation cracking down
for the Houston (Texas) Chronion illegal immigration was pulled
cle, he invoked the name of his
Glenn does not serve on the from the Senate floor amid wraimmigrant great-great- committee that originated the ngling over Democrat attempts
grandfather, who left Ireland's immigration bill and has had a to force votes on proposals to
County Gal way on a cattle boat to lower profile than DeWine on the protect Social Security and inescape the potato famine of the issue.
crease the minimum wage.

BGSU MEN'S CHORUS

COUNSELOR/TEACHERS

Richard D. Mathey. Director

THERE ARE REWARDS.,

COLLEGI <)l

cation skis. Child care experience/
) degree are preferred.

II you enjoy the outdoors, ore adept
at camping, hikrtg and sports
activities, ond con positively
influence people, we invite
you to pursue a rewording
future as one of our Counselor/Teachers

MUSICAL ARTS
BOWLING GREEN

We offer a storting salary of
S16500 ond comprehensive
benefits, including room and
board, life/medical insurance,
ond paid vocations ond
holidays.

As a leader in quality
progroms for youttvat-risk. we
hove immediate UVE-IN
positions available in our
year-round wilderness camps
InR.GA.NCTN.RI.VTand
NH. You'l be a role model for
troubled kids, ages 10 to 17,
whfch requires a positive
attitude ond strong communi-

Match-wielding
kids could send
parents to clink

STATE UNIUKMIV

and the

THE OHIO
STATE UNIVERSITY
MEN'S GLEE CLUB

For consideration, please col
Amanda Bryant, Senior
Recrurter. or Sean Kenny at
(800) 473-7916. Or send
resume to: ECKERD FAMILY
YOUTH ALTERNATIVES, INC.,
349 Nine Mile Rood, Newport,
NC 2»570. An EOE, M/F. DrugFree Workplace.

State Fire Marshal Office
spokesman Dennis Ginty said
Toledo may be the first community in the state with such an ordinance.
The Washington-based
National Fire Safety Association
said it did not know whether cities in other states have similar
ordinances.
Ginty said his office has heard
of some cases of adults being
charged with child endangerment in connection with fires
that were started by children.
Those cases usually involve an
adult who has left a child alone.

^ ^ L

Summer l-!m|»lo> monl
Lear Corporation in currently seeking individuals lo nil entry
level production positionsal our Bowling Green facility.
Openings are available on afternoon (2:45 I'M - 11:15 l'Nli anil
midnight (10:45 PM 7:15 AM) shifts. I'ayrate is $7.50/hourt
plus shift premium. Positions available immediately.
Interested candidates should contact:
Lear Corporation
Alln: Human Resources
Xi'.i Van Camp Uoad

Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419)352-5154

UNIVERSITY UNION
* Best Values on Campus

WEDN SDAY
ICOUI->-<;ICI:I:M:IC%

PHEASANT ROOM

James Gallagher, Director

PIZZA

SPAGHETTI

Two Shows!

$5.20

3 p.m. (Sold Out) and 7 p.m.
Tickets: $9 Adults &
$7 Students/Senior Citizens
Call 372-8171 or 800/589-2224
Sunday, April 21
Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center

..AND THEN THERE ARE REWARDS.
BREAK THE CYCLE: CHANGE YOUNG LIVES.
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TOLEDO - Adults who let
kids play with matches or a lighter could go to Jail under a proposed ordinance designed to reduce fires set by children.
Children using matches or
cigarette lighters set 40 fires in
1994, none fatal. But last year,
children set more than 100 fires,
killing four people.
Deputy Fire Chief Philip KoenIgseker said Tuesday he wants
adults - especially parents with
young children around the house
- to be careful where they put
their matches and lighters.
"That sounds simple. But I've
been to fires that when you walk
in there are matches and lighters
laying all over the place. That's
not responsible," Koenigseker
said.
He heloed develop the proposed Careless Conduct in Smoking and Use of Matches ordinance.
The ordinance would penalize
adults who allow children age 10
and younger to have access to or
play with matches and cigarettes.
For example, if an adult leaves

a book of matches on a table
within a child's reach, and that,
child sets fire to the house, that
adult could be charged with the
minor misdemeanor. The chtrge
carries a maximum penalty of
$250 and 30 days in jail.
If fire investigators find that a
fire was set by a child because of
an adult's carelessness, the adult
could be cited, Koenigseker said.
"Our goal is not to go out and
have a witch hunt. Our goal Is to
let parents know they have a responsibility to keep these things
out of their kids' hands," he said.

All V«»u Can Kat
Incl: Salad Bar, baked
potato veggie & unlimited
beverage

OriY 4:;tO-7pm
' All Student meal plan cards
accepted

tax

Incl: Salad & Garlic
Bread

OPEN 4:30-7pm

' All students meal plan cards
accepted

m

JOHN NEWLOVE RE$L ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

■•■■•■■■f|JS

L

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

iiiiiiiiillllllljllljjllillli

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with bur friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

Applications for:
•Fall 1996 BG News editor
•Summer BG News editor
•1996-97 Gavel editor
• 1996-97 Key yearbook
• 1996-97 Miscellany editor
•1996-97 Obsidian editor
are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 204 West Hall.

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Thursday, April 18.
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Lawyer argues
Kevorkian to be
reliever of pain
The Associated Press

PONTIAC, Mich. - The deaths
of two women were only an "unfortunate secondary result" of
Dr. Jack Kevorkian's attempt to
relieve their suffering, his lawyer argued Tuesday at the start
of Kevorkian's third asslstedsuicide trial.
"He's no killer. He doesn't
want people to die," Geoffrey
Fieger said. "Dr. Kevorkian
never intended to assist the
deceased to commit suicide."
Prosecutor Lawrence Bunting
said the evidence would show
Kevorkian described the deaths
of Sherry Miller and Marjorie
Wantz as "double assisted suicide - physician-assisted."
Fleger's and Bunting's opening
statements were delayed Tuesday when Bunting asked Circuit
Judge David Breck to take himself of f the case. Breck refused.
Bunting had argued that Breck
showed bias in a Detroit News
interview, published Monday, in
which Breck said the prosecutor's office in the past has
tried to keep blacks off juries.
Kevorkian is charged with asLa Mesa Qbltcua Lecture Series
Topic: African Women in
British Colonies.
Presented by: Dr. Lillian
Ashcraft-Eason, History
Department.
Wednesday, April 24, 1996
State Room,
University Union
18:00 Ncon-1:00 P.M.
Sponsored by the Office of
Multicultural Affairs and
Office of Student Activities

NEW19VE
Rentals

sisting the suicides of Miller, 43,
of Roseville and Wantz, 58, of
Sodus. Their bodies were left in a
cabin at a park in 1991. Miller
had inhaled carbon monoxide;
Wantz died from an injection.
Miller had multiple sclerosis;
Wantz had severe pelvic pain.
Theirs were the second and third
of the 27 suicides Kevorkian has
acknowledged assisting since
1990.
Kevorkian's previous prosecutions were based on Michigan's now-expired ban on assisted suicide. The current charges are based on a 1994 Michigan
Supreme Court ruling that common law prohibits assisted suicide. Kevorkian could get up to
10 years in prison.
It was still up in the air how
jurors would be instructed in the
case. Prosecutors have appealed
Brack's proposed instructions
twice to the Michigan Court of
Appeals. The latest appeal was
filed Monday as the jury was selected.
The issue of intent and how it is
explained to jurors is significant
because of Kevorkian's argument that he intended only to relieve suffering. He was acquitted
in both of his previous trials, one
In 1994, the other last month.
Prosecutors argue that while
his motive may have been to relieve pain, Kevorkian clearly
knew that providing carbon
monoxide or lethal drugs would
kill, and that that was his intent.
The appeals court ruled earlier
this month that prosecutors must
prove Kevorkian committed acts
intending to help the women
commit suicide. It also ordered
Breck to explain to jurors the
difference between motive and
intent.

Closed Off

Ed B.lkyfThe Associated Praia
Heightened security has prompted police to close off traffic from
passing the federal courthouse In New York Tuesday. The

government has spent $100 million to Improve security at federal
buildings after last year's deadly bombing In Oklahoma City.

Witness discusses McDougals
Secretary claims defendants signed document about SBA rules
Kelly P. Kissel
The Associated Press

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. -- Whitewater defendants James and Susan McDougal signed a document
in 1984 saying they understood
the Small Business Administration barred the use of SBA money
in some types of real estate in"You cant have the intent to vestments, a witness said Tuesviolate a law that nobody in the day.
The McDougals and Gov. Jim
history of the world has heard
Guy Tucker are accused of misof," Fieger said.
using loans from David Hale's
Capital Management Services
Inc., an SBA-backed Small Business Investment Company.
Such companies were funded
Aphfftf*
by the federal government to
support small business development, and some of the loans that
the McDougals received from
Hale's company did in fact go

Leave your apartment search

toward real estate ventures of a
type the government says SBA
rules prohibited.
While the government hasn't
said so in court, the evidence
prosecutors Introduced Tuesday
suggested Tucker and the
McDougals should have known
about regulations restricting
Small Business Investment
Company money in land development.
The McDougals, who are accused with Tucker of fraudulently obtaining nearly $3 million in
loans from Hale's company and
the McDougals' savings and loan,
tried to set up their own Small
Business Investment Company In
1983 under the name Madison
Capital Corp. of Arkansas.
The SBA expressed concerns
because the McDougals ran an
S&L and were involved in real es-

tate projects, but the McDougals
attempted to allay the agency's
fears March 6,1984, by signing a
certificate of compliance with
SBA rules.
Tucker prepared the document
they signed. Tucker's former
secretary, Lorita King, testified.
The McDougals never followed
through in developing Madison
Capital Corp. McDougal said during a court break that he dropped
the project after his father became ill. He said the SBA prohibition was against initial investments in real estate and that
improving property already purchased was permitted.
"They dont want you speculating. They dont want you to be
buying land and holding it for
appreciation," McDougal said.
"If you're changing the character of it, by engaging In a busl-

Thls summer, the Department of Computer Science will be offering the
following general interest courses:
#

C$100

Choose from over 350
apartments, duplexes 6 houses
• Prime Locations •
9 1/2 and 12 Months
Looses available

Open: M - F 9 p.m. - 5 p.m. Sat.: 9-1
352 - 5(120
328 S. Main

NEWIWE

Our Only Office

Rentals

5BLCJERBBONPHOT05

"We arc B.G.'s only
hill line photo
store."

Computer Basics

The impact of computers including an introduction to the Internet and general
purpose applications. (Word Processing, Spreadsheets and Databases)
CSlOl Intro, to Programming

CS181

World Wide Web

Registration is available on a first come first serve basis.
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353-4244
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A hands-on course where students learn to create web pages.
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An introduction to programming using Visual Basic under Excel.
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ness activity, that's within the
purview of the regulations."
Tucker lawyer W.H. "Buddy"
Sutton said during a break that
the papers Tucker wrote were
nothing more than a boilerplate
pledge to follow SBA rules. 'To
say that everybody that was involved In that knew every statute
and every regulation involved
would be an unfair burden to
carry," he said.
At the time the McDougals applied to open an SBA-backed
company, they already owned the
Madison Guaranty Savings and
Loan and were partners with
then-Gov. Bill Clinton and Hillary Rodham Clinton in the
Whitewater land development in
northern Arkansas. The McDougals also were involved in other
land developments.
The government alleges portions of a loan Hale made to Susan McDougal went to help develop real estate she owned with
James McDougal. Prosecutors
also say Tucker knew that other
loans Hale made went toward
real estate projects instead of the
uses listed by loan applicants.
Hale has said that Clinton,
Tucker and James McDougal
pressured him to make Illegal
loans. He pleaded guilty to fraud
charges and was sentenced last
month to more than two years in
prison.
Clinton, who has not been
charged In the Investigation, has
called Hale's allegation "a bunch
of bull."
Both McDougals' savings and
loan and Hale's loan company
failed at a cost to taxpayers of
nearly $70 million.
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Russians attack Chechen rebels Sanctions against
Commander promises to remove troops from separatist republic
The ltcnrlatnrt
The
associated Prp«
Press

MOSCOW - Russian forces
shelled and bombed Chechen
rebels on Tuesday while promising to go ahead with plans to
withdraw thousands of troops
from the separatist republic.
Gen. Vyacheslav Tlkhomirov, the commander of Russian troops in Chechnya, told
the ITAR-Tass news agency
that Russia would withdraw six
battalions from peaceful areas
of northern Chechnya this
week.
Russia began its phased pullout of troops from Chechnya
on Monday by withdrawing a
regiment of Interior Ministry
troops In keeping with a peace
plan proposed last month by
President Boris Yeltsin.
The pullout is meant to show
that Yeltsin, who is running for
re-election in June, is serious
about ending the unpopular
war.
Fighting between Russian
troops and Chechen rebels has
been fierce since Yeltsin announced his peace plan and declared an end to Russian combat operations on March 31.
Tikhomirov said Russian
troops continued shelling rebel
positions in the Vedeno region
in southeastern Chechnya on
Tuesday and launched air
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GENEVA - America's trading
partners condemned new U.S.
sanctions against Cuba on Tuesday, calling them a violation of
international rules and a threat to
the new World Trade Organization.
At a meeting of the WTO's
General Council, delegates from
Latin America, the European
Union, Canada, India, Japan,
Southeast Asia and the Caribbean
criticized the U.S. measures.
None called on the council to take
formal action to assess the legality of the sanctions.
To punish Cuba for shooting
down two civilian planes. President Clinton signed the Helms-
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Russian soldiers rest as they have dinner at a check point outside the Chechan village of Oreklovo,
30 miles southwest of Grozaey, Sunday. A regiment of Interior Ministry troops pulled out of
Chechnya on Monday, April IS, In the last stage of a phased withdrawal of Russian troops from the
breakaway republic.
strikes on rebel arms and ammunition depots.
The Russian commander
said his soldiers clashed with
40 rebels near Vedeno and
wiped out the entire group. He

made no mention of any Russian casualties. Federal trooDS
fired on rebel positions in the
village of Goiskoye on Tuesday, the Interfax news agency
reported. Rebels and govern-

ment forces also exchanged
fire in Grozny, the Chechen
capital.
The troops being withdrawn
will be based just outside
Chechnya's borders.

Officials say Texas Ebola virus not a threat
Pauline Arrlllaga
The Associated Press
ALICE, Texas -- The Ebola
virus that struck two monkeys at
a research center in Texas is not
the same strain that killed hundreds of people In Africa and
poses virtually no threat to humans, health officials said Tuesday.
"Nobody's sick. There's not a
big outbreak of something," said
Dr. Pierre Rollin, chief of the
special pathogens branch at the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.
Rollin, an Ebola expert who has
studied the deadly strain Ebola
Zaire, acknowledged human infection was possible but has
never occurred with the strain
diagnosed at the Texas Primate
Center.
The virus killed one monkey
and led authorities to put another
monkey to death at the breeding
center, which provides primates
to researchers around the world.
TAn additional 98 monkeys, part of
a shipment that arrived March 21
from the Philippines, remained
quarantined and were being
tested.
Eight people were exposed to
Ebola at the Texas center two
veterinarians, five monkey handlers and one lab technician, said
Kate Hendricks, an epidemiologist with the state Health
Department. All were wearing
protective gear such as masks

Cuba find censure
of trade partners

Rollin said the Texas Ebola
and gloves and reported no cuts
strain is highly similar to the
or scratches.
They remain under obser- virus that struck a Reston, Va.,
primate center in 1989. Four
vation.
people there were exposed to the
virus but never got sick All the
monkeys were put to death
Officials called a news conference to stress that the Texas
strain is not as dangerous as the
one that infected 316 people and
killed 245 last year in the central
African nation of Zaire. Earlier
Pierre Rollin this year, at least 13 people died
chief of pathogens for the CDC from Ebola in Gabon in western
Africa
State Health Commissioner
This Is the first time since 1990 David Smith said rabies and
that Ebola has been diagnosed in tuberculosis are more serious
the United States, officials said. threats In Texas than Ebola,
The last infection also occurred which was the subject of the
at the Texas Primate Center in a best-selling book "Hot Zone" and
shipment of monkeys from the the movie "Outbreak," both of
which were based on the 1989 inPhilippines.

"Nobody's sick.
There's not a big
outbreak of
something."

cident in Virginia
"The reason there's this much
excitement is because we've had
a movie and a book," Smith said.
Ebola is spread through bodily
fluids, commonly through a
break in the skin.

Burton bill last month. It allows
Americans to sue foreigners who
profit from U.S. properties confiscated by the Communist
government. The bill aims to
choke off foreign investment in
Cuba.
Delegates complained that the
sanctions penalize third parties.
Speaking for Latin American
nations, Bolivia said the U.S. policy threatens the credibility of
the WTO, which is meant to be a
forum for settling disputes with
out resorting to unilateral sanctions.
Canada and Mexico, who are
joined with the United States in
the North American Free Trade
Agreement, urged Washington to
respect its trade obligations.

Malaysia deporting
Vietnam refugees
The Associated Press
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia Malaysia will forcibly send about
1,200 Vietnamese refugees back
home beginning Thursday.
It will be the first forcible repatriation of Vietnamese refugees in Malaysia under a U.N.
program to resettle them in their
homeland.
Officials said a convoy of buses
will transport 400 refugees on
Thursday from the Sungei Besi
camp outside the Malaysian capital, Kuala Lumpur, to a navy base
120 miles away. The remaining

800 will be sent home before the
camp closes on June 30, the officials said.
Vietnamese refugees have
rioted twice against the forced
repatriation plan. The Vietnamese say they fear political
persecution by the communist
government in their country, buj
the U.N. High Commissioner for
Refugees says they are only fleejing poverty.
The other 1,800 refugees still
living at the Sungei Besi camp
have agreed to go back voluntarily.
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Disability Diversity
Understanding Architectural and Attitudinal Barriers

April 18,1996
3:00pm-5:00pm
Olscamp Hall Room 219
Presented by Accessibility Consulting Group
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Apple and 486/Pentium computers ■ lech Support • Powerbook Rentals • Snltware
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Houses

1, 2, and 3 Bedroom Apartments
We also have limited number left at Mercer Manor
Call us or come in for a listing!
352-0717

224 E. Wooster'

Also, come in and get our summer listing

Wednesday April 17
7:00 PM & 9:30 PM
Gish Film Theater

Slop by and see lhe new
Tracker and Metro
at the
Union Oval
Courtotr oi

Ralph Th.yer Chevrolet

Pick Up Passes at
UAO
3rd Floor Union
Pttmmto By

University Activities
Organization
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DRIVE-IN^
Continued from page one.

other topics.
"I'm hoping the students coming here learn something and are
able to use it next year," Willard
said.
Rich Hughes, associate direc-

tor for Residence Education and
Judicial Programs, is the supervisor for the Drive-in. He said he
is pleased with the representation and hopes that the program will be a learning experience for all involved.

Burmese authorities block
opposition leader in home
The Associated Press

CPR

can keep your love alive

American Heart
Association^
Fighting Heart ftnw

V

RANGOON, Burma - In the
latest attempt to restrict opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi,
Burmese authorities blocked
the road to her home Tuesday.

Barbed-wire barricades
were placed at nearby intersections and almost no one was
allowed in or out. The barriers
were removed in the evening,
but by then they had prevented
Mrs. Suu Kyi from publicly

celebrating Burma's New
Year, which was Tuesday.
She had planned to walk to
the pond at the foot of the city's
most venerated temple, the
Shwedagon Pagoda, to release
fish.

*»•

in line
Save $400 on a new Pontiac Sunfire
(actually, any new Pontiac) if you just graduated or are about to graduate*
Call 1-800-643-6733 for more information.

FREEMENContinued from page one.

"I believe that if they kill these
people in Montana that a defensive action is called for," Vos told
The Repository by telephone for
Tuesday's editions. "Thirteen
states have agreed that it will be
the federal government declaring war on the people, and at that
point we will take out the federal
government."
He would not identify the
states.
He also would not say how
many other militia members
showed up, but reporters have
not seen any near the Freemen
compound. Vos said he and other
members are staying about SO
miles from the site, at a ranch
owned by a Freeman not involved
in the standoff.
David Lang, another representative of the Columbians
County militia, agreed there
would be defensive action if the
Freemen were fired on but would
not say what It would be.
If the standoff does not resolve
peacefully, "I would say ...
there's going to be revolution,"
said Lang, who did not go to Montana.
The standoff near Jordan,
Mont., began after federal agents
arrested Freemen leaders LeRoy
Schweitzer, 57, and Daniel Petersen, S3, on a variety of charges.
Three other Freemen have surrendered since then.
About 10 more of the Freemen
in the compound are wanted on
state and federal charges ranging from writing bad checks and
impersonating public officials to
threatening to kidnap and murder a federal judge.
Freemen contend they are not
subject to federal or state law.
Federal agents have declined
to comment on the standoff. But
observers say they are being
cautious about trying to end the
siege, mindful of the deadly
Branch Davidian standoff near
Waco, Texas, In 1993.
Around the nation, law enforcement agents have been on
the alert for any unusual activities as Friday's anniversary of
the Oklahoma City bombing and
the destruction of the Davidian
compound approaches.

LIBERIA
Continued from page one.
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Fold-down rear seats -^
means you can go
\r
places and take lots of
stuff with ya
100,000-mile spark plugs'
- we're talking a longterm relationship here A
S-speed transmission and
tubular rear axle with
spring-over shock sport
suspension and progressive
ride tuning - is this a real
set of wheels or what?
PONTIAC CARES - call
an 800 number, get free
Roadside Assistance - for
flat tires, dead battery, even
if you run out of gas or
lock yourself out (Pontiac*
wants to see you and your
Sun fire* out driving)
a
Oh, Courtesy Transportation
- that's part of PONTIAC
CARES too (see? we really
do care)

Your choice of a greatlooking coupe (shown),
sporty four-door sedan (not
shown) or a hot, new
convertible (hey, we told
ya this was a cool car)
Dual air bags and anti-v
lock brakes - two things
you don't need until you
really need 'em (and
always wear those safety
belts, even with air bags)

Single-key locking - one key
locks & unlocks doors, trunk
and all the fun ofSunfire
Clearcoat paint - paint
you can't see keeps the
paint you can see looking
good (see?)
High-rewing, 120-horsepower, fuel-injected
A
engine (hey, this car's for^
driving, not just looking at)

PASSLockm theft-deterrent
system - means you
might save some $$$ on
insurance (!!!)
h.

A HUGE glove box - some
glove boxes are merely
mouse-sized; this, one holds
a whole laptop computer

Daytime running lamps in
V6 - they're a safety feature,
but hey, they look good too

Available remote keyless
entry - press a button,
doors unlock; it's like
having a third hand when
your other two are full

AM/FM stereo radio standard? heck yeah! (whafs
driving without a little
driving music?) For a little
more, you can get a
CD player with equalizer

The United States has evacuated more than 420 Americans
and nearly 1,600 other foreigners
to neighboring Sierra Leone
since civil order broke down
April 9. That number includes 29
people flown to Sierra Leone on
Tuesday. Another flight later
Tuesday was expected to bring
out 28 aid workers.
U.S. Ambassador William Milan remained behind with 18 security officers to guard the embassy compound and determine
whether more flights are needed
for foreigners stranded in Liberia. Officials said about SO Americans remained unaccounted for
and 38 others chose not to leave.
A boatload of about 700 evacuees was to arrive in Sierra
Leone on Tuesday, said Elizabeth
Lwanga, a spokeswoman for the
U.N. Development Program in
Freetown. They included 76 U.N.
staffers, Liberlans, Lebanese,
Sierra Leonians and others.
U.S. Navy amphibious ships
are to reach Liberia's Atlantic
coast later this week, delivering
some 1,500 Marines to help secure the U.S. Embassy and Its
nearby residential compound.
Some 20,000 Liberians have
sought shelter and food in the
compound
Looting continued Tuesday in
Mamba Point, with Taylor's
fighters joining in, witnesses
said.
'
Violence was hampering a new
aid shipment, said a spokeswoman for the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees. The agency
was trying again Tuesday to send
a food convoy to 5,000 refugees
holed up in a former Health Ministry building and to 75 children
in a Monrovia shelter.
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"There seem to be still spasms
of extreme violence, with drunken rampages by military groups
and armed gangs," spokeswoman
Ruth Marshall said from Geneva
The violence had wider implications, with an estimated
800,000 people affected "Food,
water and medicine are really in
short supply," said Sylvana Foa,
spokesman for U.N. chief Boutros Boutros-Ghali.
Foa warned of a "humanitarian
disaster" if West African
peacekeepers pull out, a* they
have threatened.
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No. 70
Chicago's Bulls claim NBA
single-season win record

MILWAUKEE - The Chicago
Bulls stamped a big 70 on a
season of superlatives Tuesday
night. It just wasn't the decisive
win they wanted.
The Bulls barely got past the
lowly Milwaukee Bucks with an
86-80 victory and didnt exactly
look like the most dominating
team in NBA history.
Still, it made Chicago 70-9,
breaking the 1971-72 Los Angeles
Lakers' record of 69 wins.
The Bulls shot just 39 percent,
didn't get a spectacular game

from any of their superstars and
needed a scoreless final four
minutes from the Bucks in order
to get It done.
"We didn't really play our kind
of basketball," said Michael Jordan, who had 22 points. "Somehow, our defense kind of got hot
and we were able to hold them
down."
Some of the Bulls have already
called themselves the greatest
team in NBA history, a boast
that's sure to be debated. They'd
get a good argument from
anyone using Tuesday night's
performance to judge.
The Bulls were out of synch all

night, looking tight in their
biggest game of the season.
Jordan shot just 9-of-27 from
the field, missing all his shots in
the final four minutes when Chicago struggled to pull away. His
biggest play, however, was
blocking a 3-polnt attempt by
Johnny Newman with 16 seconds
left that could have pulled the
Bucks within one.
Instead, Steve Kerr was fouled,
made two foul shots and the outcome was sealed.
The Bucks didn't even play defense in the final six seconds, allowing the Bulls to walk off their
court hugging and high-fiving,

Falcon softball picks up two wins
Steve Wlldman
The BC News
The Bowling Green softball
team racked up two more MidAmerican Conference wins by
sweeping the Miami Redskins
In a doubleheader at the BGSU
Softball Field on Tuesday. The
Falcons won the first game in
the eleventh inning with a 6-5
score. The second game of the
evening also came down to a
6-S BG win as the Falcons
scored in the seventh The win
was a result of one thing offense.
"Today we knew our strike
zone and we were seeing the
ball and we jumped on it,"
Head Coach Rachel Miller-Reif
said.
BG came out strong
offensively In the first game
and had a comfortable 3-0 lead
in the third inning.
Pam Kreuz smashed a triple
and a single in the first game
and Jenny Ranz held her own
with two hits. Ranz showed her
defensive skills in center field
with a diving grab that robbed
Miami's Carrie Partlow of the
chance of staging an early
Redskin comeback.
BG's Garret Gholston
blasted a shot over right field
with a double in the fifth inning. Jennifer Behling doubled
on the Redskin's Jill Carroll
putting the Falcons up at a
commanding 5-1 lead.
The momentum shifted with
die weather, as the rain began
to fall and the Falcon defense
started to wash away. The top
of the sixth saw Miami score
four runs to to tie the ball game
5-5.
It came down to the eleventh
inning when Ranz was hit home
by Heather West. Miami's
Shawnda Moye was not able to
hold on to the ball and Ranz
scored the winning run. The 6-5
win gave Jennifer Wolf her
fifth victory of the season.
The Falcons did let the game
go. They refused to let Miami
have the victory in extra innings. "That game had no business going that long. We should
not have let them [Redskins]

CHICAGO -- The Chicago Cubs
asked Steve Trachsel to choose
between Florida and the bullpen.
Apparently, he picked the right
one.
Trachsel won in his first appearance of the season with six
shutout innings and Leo Gomez
hit a two-run double in a six-run
sixth inning Tuesday, leading the
Chicago Cubs over the Cincinnati
Reds 6-3.

Tkc BG Ncwi/HI4»kl K*b*;ukl

Bowling Green's Jenny Ranz (12) heads for home plate as Miami
catcher Sbawnda Moye (left) awaits the throw from the outfield
get back Into It," Miller-Reif
said. "There is no way in the
world that they should have
been in the ballgame. We knew
that we were the team that
should have the 'W in the win
column."
Game two saw Miami sprint
out to a 3-0 lead. The Falcons
were held to one hit by Heather
Skipworth. Garrett Gholston
was pulled in the third and
Amy Hamilton came in for the
Falcons.
The bottom of the third saw a
return of the Falcon bats that
exploded in game one. Ranz got

a hit in the third loading the
bases. Heather West stepped
up and hit her third hit and
fourth RBI of the game. Ranz
scored on a wild pitch. Melissa
Cricks put down a bunt that
scored two more BG runs and
the Falcons were ahead 4-3.
Bowling Green looked to be
collecting an insurance run
when Culics doubled to score
Erin Johnson. The Falcon
moved ahead to a 5-3 lead.
Miami did not want to go
away. In the top of the seventh
Amy Vaxquez pounded a single
that put away two runs for the

and BG's Missy Phillips (right) looks on.
Redskins, 5-5.
Cricks came up with a single.
Cricks was moved Into scoring
position by a precision bunt put
down by Kreuz. Cricks scored
after Phillips smashed a shot
up the middle that Redskin infielders could not handle, scoring Cricks for the 6-5 win. Hamilton collected her second
win of the season. "Coach [Miller-Reif] told me to drag [bunt]
so that's what I did," Kreuz
said. "It is one of those things
that you know that you have to
get done to put your team into
the position to win."

Trachsel allowed two hits,
walked five and struck out four.
He had spent two weeks with
Double-A Orlando because the
Cubs started the season with a
four-man rotation. The club gave
him the option of sitting and
pitching as a reliever or heading
south for some more work.
"He handled it very well," said
Cubs manager Jim Riggleman.
"When we suggested what we
wanted to do, we let him make
the call. ... He did the smart

thing. He knew it was the best
thing for him and he made a mature decision."
Trachsel said there were some
things to consider before he
made up his mind.
"I called my agent," the righthander said. "It took overnight to
think about what would be the
best thing for me, what would be
the best thing for the team. It
ended up going down would be
the best thing for everybody."

Trachsel held the Cubs without
a hit for the first four innings before Jeff Branson singled off
leaping second baseman Ryne
Sandberg's glove to to open the
fifth.
The Reds threatened in the
sixth Barry Larkin doubled off
the left-field wall, and after an
out, Hal Morris was Intentionally
walked. But Trachsel got Bret
Boone and Mike Kelly on fly outs
to avoid any damage.

Fielder powers Detroit to big victory
The Associated Press
TORONTO - Forget about Ken
Griffey Jr., Albert Bell* and
Matt Williams. Now it's Cecil
Fielder who's making a run at
home run records.
Fielder hit three home runs in a
game for the third time in his career, increasing his major
league-leading total to nine as the
Detroit Tigers beat the Toronto
Blue Jays 13-8 Tuesday.
Fielder, who had five RBIs, Is
two shy of the major league re-

"One thing we committed to in
the locker room before the game
was if they did get 70, they
wouldn't get it easy," Milwaukee's Terry Cummings said.
"I didnt expect us to get blown
out tonight."

Miami's
Sendek is
Wolfpack's
new coach
The Associated Press

Trachsel shuts down Cincinnati, 6-3
The Associated Press

their season-long quest finally
fulfilled.
Scott ie Pippen and Luc Longley
had 16 each for Chicago, and no
one else reached double figures.
Vin Baker led Milwaukee with
28 points, but the Bucks had five
of their 10 turnovers In the final
four minutes as the Bulls' pressure turned out to be too much

cord for home runs in April, a
mark shared by Gralg Nettles,
Mike Schmidt and Willie Stargel I.
"I just heard about it," Fielder
said. "But I can't worry about records. I feel good at the plate
right now and If I keep swinging
the bat the way I am, the hits will
come.''
Fielder hit a two-run drive off
' Erik Hanson (2-2) in the third inning as the Tigers got nine
straight hits, one short of the AL
record.

Fielder hit a two-run drive in Hanson said.
Fielder, who played with the
the fourth off Giovanni Carrara
and connected for a solo drive In Blue Jays from 1985-88, also hit
the sixth off Bill Risley, increas- three homers at the Sky Dome on
ing his RBIs total to 19. Just four May 6,1990, connecting twice off
of his hits this season haven't Jimmy Key and one off David
Wells. He got a standing ovation
been homers.
"The first two were breaking from the 25,503 fans.
"I'd rather see him do that
balls," Fielder said. "Hanson's
pitch wasn't that bad. I just somewhere else," said Blue Jays
manager Cito Gaston, Fielder's
reached out and got it."
Hanson allowed six runs and batting coach from 1986 to 1988.
"As far as Cecil the person is
six hits in two-plus innings.
"He's a good mistake hitter and concerned, I'm proud of him.
I just threw him a mistake," He's become rich."

.

The bats were alive for the
Falcons. Ranz, West, Kreuz
went 3-8. Cricks went 2-8 and
Jennifer Behling went 2-4 in
the double-header. Missy Phillips has been on a tear. She batted 5-12 last weekend and
against Miami she went 5-9..
Confidence has been a factor in
Phillip's hitting prowess.
"I'm seeing the ball real well
and I have been gaining back
confidence in myself," Phillips
said. "The move up to five puts
me in more RBI situations.
There is a little more pressure
on you, but I will take it."

RALEIGH, N.C. - Miami of
Ohio coach Herb Sendek will be
introduced as the new head coach
at North Carolina State on
Wednesday, the university announced Tuesday evening.
Sendek flew to Raleigh from
Ohio on Tuesday to work out details before being announced
as the 17th
coach in the
Wolfpack's history. He will
replace Les
Robinson, who
left the post on
March 22 after
Sendek
six seasons.
Sendek, 33,
will become the youngest coach
in the Atlantic Coast Conference.
A news conference introducing
Sendek as the new coach is
scheduled for 11 a.m. Wednesday, the university said in a news
release.
Sendek, who took Miami to a
postseason tournament in each of
his three years there, was a
former assistant to Rick Pitino at
Kentucky and turned down the
UNLV Job last year.
North Carolina State athletics
director Todd Turner had hoped
to hire a successor to Robinson
by April 13, but the process took
longer than expected. Turner
said he talked with about a dozen
coaches during a 3 -week
search.
Miami finished 21-8 in the
1995-96 season and defeated Arizona in the first round of the
NCAA tournament in 1995. Sendek's teams went to the National
Invitation Tournament in 1994
and this past season.
Sendek has refused comment
to the media throughout the
Wolfpack's search process.
Sendek's father said Tuesday
night that his son had flown to
Raleigh to talk about the coaching job.

Indiana's Miller out
for next three weeks
The Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS - Larry
Brown knows exactly how
Reggie Miller feels.
Twice in his playing career,
the Indiana Pacers coach sustained eye-socket fractures
similar to the Injury that has
sidelined Miller for at least
three weeks.
"One time, I had numbness
in my cheek and face for
years," Brown said. "Another
time, we only had seven
players In uniform and I
wasn't supposed to play, but
they put a patch over my eye
and sent me out there. I
couldn't focus at all, so when I
shot my free throws, I had to
do it with my eyes closed."
The Pacers, who clinched
the third playoff seed in the
Eastern Conference with
Monday night's victory over
the Charlotte Hornets, play
their second game since Miller's Injury Wednesday night
at Detroit.
Miller fractured his right

eye socket in a collision with
two Detroit Pistons' players on
Saturday at Market Square
Arena.
"When I saw him Sunday, he
was pretty scared because he
had never had surgery before," Brown said.
Miller was released from St.
Vincent Hospital on Monday,
less than a day after his operation. He is to rest at home at
least a week.
"The likelihood of his recovery is excellent because of
how well the operation went,
said Dr. John Abrams, the
Pacers' ophthalmologist.
"He's doing very well. He has
very little swelling, and all of
his eye movements are very
good."
Double vision is still a problem.
"It's not like when your
bleep is weak and you can go
work It out," Abrams said.
"You can't do that with eye
muscles. It just takes time."
7
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NCAA looking into
alleged violations
by Wolverines
The Associated Press

DETROIT - The NCAA
wants the University of Michigan to explain the use of vehicles by its men's basketball
players, Including one that
crashed with four players and
a high school prospect in It.
In a document obtained by
The Detroit News, the NCAA
asked Michigan to state
whether "violations of NCAA
legislation concerning recruiting inducements, extra benefits or amateurism have occurred with any of these vehicles."
The letter from NCAA enforcement official Guy
Troupe to Michigan athletic
director Joe Roberson was
dated March 11 and obtained
by The News under the state
Freedom of Information Act.
The letter was written after
a 1996 Ford Explorer being
driven by player Maurice Taylor crashed at 5:10 a.m. Feb. 17
in Washtenaw County. He was
accompanied by teammates
Robert Tray lor, Louis Bullock,
Willie Mitchell and Ron Oliver
and prep star Mateen Cleaves
of Flint Northern.
Police have said Taylor fell
asleep at the wheel, causing
the Explorer to skid off the
road and roll over. Tray lor
suffered a season-ending
broken arm; his was the only
serious injury.
The players were entertaining Cleaves on aa official recruiting visit. He later signed
a letter of intent with Michigan State.
Troupe's letter asked the
university to "review Taylor's

use of the vehicle ... and arrangements for vehicles used
by other men's basketball student-athletes and include the
results In a written report to
the (NCAA) enforcement
staff."
The News said parts of the
letter it obtained were whited
out by Michigan officials,
making it impossible to determine the exact number of
athletes and cars under NCAA
scrutiny.
The letter requested all financial records related to the
dealership, finance company
and Insurance agency involved in the leased Explorer,
the names of all persons involved in the transaction; and
whether any of them "is an
alumni or representative of
the Institution's athletics Interest."
A Michigan official said
Monday that the school has not
responded to the letter. He
would not answer further
questions, The News said.
Taylor's grandmother, Ellen
Lloyd of Detroit, told The
News she leased the new Explorer in September 1995 as a
gift for her grandson. According to public records, the car
retailed for $32,396, and Lloyd
leased it for three years for a
total of $17,844, not including
insurance.
The NCAA letter asked the
university for records from
the actual bank accounts "accessed In making ... down
payments, monthly lease
payments (and) insurance
premiums" for the Explorer.
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George not the top tailback
But that
doesn't
bother him
Rusty Miller
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - Heisman Trophy winner Eddie George says
that although many people dont
have him listed as the top tallback in this weekend's NFL
draft, it doesn't bother him.
"Beauty's in the eyes of the beholder," George said during a
conference call Tuesday. "I think
I'm Just as quick. Just as fast, just
as effective as any of those other
running backs."
The record-breaking Ohio
State runner is mentioned behind
Nebraska's Lawrence Phillips
and Texas A&M's Leeland McElroy In most draft forecasts.
George's agent, Lamont Smith,
has a forecast of his own. "There
may be a back, maybe two, who
are selected ahead of him. When
it's all said and done, I think
you'll see the type of performance from Eddie that will make
people look back on the 1996
draft and say, 'Wow. What did
people do?' You'll see him be a
great pro," Smith said.
The 6-foot-3,227-pound George
set Ohio State season and singlegame records last year by gaining 1,927 yards, including 314
yards against Illinois. He also
scored 25 touchdowns.
The apparent knock on George
is a lack of explosiveness. Yet he
had breakaway gains of 87 yards
against Minnesota, 64 against Illinois and 61 against Notre Dame.
As a Junior, when he rushed for
1,477 yards,, he ran for 76 yards
against Michigan State and 40
yards against Alabama in the
Florida Citrus Bowl.
George had a time of 4.49 seconds in the 40-yard dash during
his workout for scouts at Ohio
State's Woody Hayes Athletic
Center this winter. He said he
has given special attention to
speed and quickness during his
pre-draft workouts
"I'm working on everything:
my speed, my quickness, getting
my feet back under me, weightlifting," George said. "Just everything I can possibly do to get
better."'
George said there were enough
quality backs in the draft to keep

BAGELS AND BEVERAGES
PROVIDED

©&j|) fcpjg

CALL 2-7164
FOR MORE INFO

EVERYBODY'S READIN' IT!
The Key Yearbook
To order a yearBook call 372-8086 or
stop by 28 West Hall.
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Ohio Stale's Eddie George runs for a touchdown in a 1995 game against Notre Dam*.
everybody happy, regardless of dorsements beckon, but not until related television sitcom
how they are ranked by position. George clears up business on the "Coach." Smith said George had
Just returned from Los Angeles,
"It's really what style of run- field.
where he had a "significant
ning back you like," he said.
"The endorsements are some- speaking role" In a TV pilot
George said that since becoming the fifth Ohio State back to thing I'm going to look into as
win a Heisman last December, he time goes on, but right now, I'm called "Southern Fried Ice" starhas been busy making appearan- more focused on my football ca- ring former NBA star George
ces and speeches and working reer because I believe the en- Gervin.
dorsement end will pick up itout.
self," he said.
George is on schedule to graduate with a degree in landscape
He has worked in television
George also played a cameo architecture from Ohio State in
ads for Tylenol and an area
grocery-store chain. Other en- role in a segment of the football- June.

"I Seattle owner accused of harassment
"As a successful Investor and a
The Associated Press
♦
prominent professional football
♦ MARTINEZ, Calif. - Ken Behr- team owner, Mr. Behring makes
• NOW RENTING*
a convenient target for what we
♦ ing is being sued by a former believe
Choose from choice apartments within
the courts will view as a
employee
who
says
the
Seattle
walking distance to campus Summer 1996 ♦ Seahawks owner assaulted her frivolous lawsuit that is nothing
♦
twice In January and sexual har- more than legal harassment."
and school year 1996-1997.
The Lawsuit described Ben
assment was pervasive In the ofring's Blackhawk office as a
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
♦ fice.
Patricia Parker, who managed place where "sex is a quid pro
gas heat and water included, air conditioning. ♦ finances
for several of his com- quo for employment."
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panies, filed the civil suit Monday in Contra Costa County Superior Court.
A spokeswoman for Behring
said he denied the allegations.
"This complaint is untrue and
totally without merit," Sandra
Stemberg, a spokeswoman at the
public relations firm of Sltrick
and Company Inc. In Los Angeles, said Tuesday.

Parker, who resigned March 1,
claimed she was required to hide
Behring's sexual liaisons from
his wife by changing soiled linens and arranging phony hunting
trips for Behring and his friends.
The lawsuit claimed that In
January, Behring grabbed Parker for' a New Year's Day hug
and then "inserted his tongue in
plaintiffs mouth."
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SAVE THE WHALES!
Christine Hanley
The Associated Press
HARTFORD, Conn. - NHL
commissioner Gary Bettman on
Tuesday denied a report that the
Hartford Whalers are moving to
Nashville, Tenn.
"It's not true," Bettman said
during a conference call that was
arranged in response to the
ESPN broadcast. "It's unfortunate for such a report to come
out because I know the Whalers
have not been in negotiations
with Nashville."
ESPN cited "sources at the
league ownership level" as saying Connecticut officials decided
to give up trying to keep the
Whalers, and would allow them to

move to Nashville.
The sources told the Bristolbased sports cable network that
the league could announce a
move by the Whalers as early as
the end of the week.
Gaylord Entertainment Co. of
Nashville has been seeking an
NBA or NHL franchise, and has a
standing offer to any team interested in a new home.
"It's really, in some respects,
old news, because we all know
Nashville is Interested in having
a new franchise for their new
building," Bettman said.
Vince Doria, managing editor
for ESPN, said the station was
standing by its story, reported by
anchor Keith Olbermann.
"Keith's sources on this, par-

page nine;

Commissioner denies that Hartford is
headed for Nashville, despite report

ticularly one of them, have been
excellent sources In the past,"
Doria said. "Keith learned of this
just prior to the 2 am. show last
night, and after talking about It
with the coordinating producer
and other producers, and other
sources in the league, considered
it strong enough to go with."
Doria added the story said the
Whalers "could" move by the end
of the week. "That doesn't mean
It is definitely going to happen by
the end of the week," he said.
Bettman said a decision on a
move could not and would not be
made until after May 1, the deadline of a monthlong campaign to
more than double the team's
season-ticket base to 11,000.
The team planned to release

initial results of the campaign
Wednesday. Based on the numbers he has heard, Bettman said
the drive Is far from Its goal.
'I don't think we're up near
8,000 or 9,000, and I think we
have to start doing some work for
the campaign to be successful-,"
Bettman said.
Bettman maintained it was the
league's preference not to relocate any franchise, and that discussing a Whalers move before
the campaign Is complete would
be premature.
Earlier in the day, Hartford
general manager Jim Rutherford
and Lt. Gov. Jodi Rell moved
quickly to dispel the notion of a
relocation to Nashville, and also
questioned the timing of the re-

port.

"We have not talked to anyone
In Nashville," Rutherford said.
Gaylord Entertainment
spokesman Alan Hall also denied
talking with the team, characterizing reports of a Whalers move
to Nashville as "Just media speculation."
"We have not had any discussions with the Hartford
Whalers," he said.
Reports have been surfacing
on and off for weeks about the
team's fate, and Nashville has
been among several cities mentioned as a possible new home.
Fueling the speculation Is the
fact that the owners themselves
say they will consider a relocation should the ticket drive fall.

Under a sales agreement with'
the state, the owners promised to
keep the team In Connecticut until the end of the 1997-98 season.;
But they can buy out of the con-,
tract If the state gives Its permission.
Rutherford said he is not sur-;
prised Nashville is now the front-!
runner, considering that city's!
standing offer and the ongoing!
ticket drive.
"It's no secret that Nashville;
wants a team, and no secret that!
there's a campaign going on in!
Hartford," Rutherford said. "It's;
not hard to see how someone can j
put this kind of story together.'' ;
Gaylord Entertainment owns,;
among other properties,!
TNN-The Nashville Network.^

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS
9-Ball Tournament
Sal. Apr* 20th
1130am • Unrvarsity Union
Bowling A Billards Room
"•OouNa Elimination"*
PRIZES ■ S7S. WO, t »2S
Admission Charga it 15
contact 2-7164 for mom into
sponsor*! fry UAO
A Cup Of C urt in
Wa will hava our regular cup of cuttura on rnia
Wad. Plaaaa coma and (om ua. Organujad and
sponsored by tha Work) SturJant Association.
Placa: Ofl-Campua Studant Can tar
Tima: 3:30 -430 p.m. Wad.

The Bowling Green State University Men's
Chorus )oini concert with the Ohio State University Men's Glee Club for Sunday. April 21 at
3 p m in Kobacker Han has been sold out. Another concert has been scheduled with OSU
tor 7 p.m. of the tame day. Tickets are on sale
now Prices are 19.00 lor adults and 17 00 lor
students/seniors. To order tickets stop by the
Kobacker Hall ticket office in the mam looby of
the Moore Musical Arts Canter or cal
372-8171. Tickets are selling last.

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy tests. Confidential and
caring. 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Aalamarllaal '«6 April 2«th
A celebration ol food, music. Inendirwp. Cal ua
if you hava a musical talent) Sponsored by
Asian Communities United Christine 353-2050
or Scon 3S4-111S. Don! forget to enter the art
or assay contest and win I7S.

SKYDIVENOWII
10 mln. from B.G.S.U. campus.
Student & Group discounts
Maatercard/VISA accepted

ATTENTIONMATTENTIONII
STUDENTS AMD FACULTY
BGSU BLCODMCBHF
APHMt-lf)
10:30AM-4:30PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)

Tha Gathering http://www.1akeme.com.
scholarships, academic 1 career resources, Internships, sports, news, entertainment, trevel, muelc, debataa, and 1,000'a of
links.

BALM), WEEK IS APRIL 15-19
APRIL 17.1M6 IS JEANS DAY
WEAR JEANS TO SUPPORT
HUMAN RIGHTS'

Criminal Justice Summer Couraee
Both of these courses era open to as students.
and are 3 credit hours. Introduction to Comma)
Justice (CPJU 210). and Crime Flicks (CRJU
395) are offered dunng tha first six week term
(May 20 thru June 28). CRJU 210 (MTWR
100-2 30) la a required course for aH CJ
majors CRJU (TR 6-00pm - 9 00pm) Ilia an
elective H you'd like further information or want
assistance registering for this course, call Tim
Carter at 372 0373
Criminal Juetlce Organization
Meeting
April 17.1990 at 4:30pm m
room 104 BA. Charlie Moffit
with she DEAwrt be speaking
Everyone is welcomed1

FREE PIZZA!! FREE PIZZA!!
lei 50 BGSU Blood Donora each day • Apr!
15-19. receive 15 gift otrtjficaie tor Marco's
Pizza.

SKYDIVEBG 352-5200

Word Processing ■ Term Papers. Thesis,
Dissertations, Resumes on Laser Printer.
Call 352-6705 (9 to 9).

PERSONALS
A XID • Sigma Chi ■ A XI D • Sigma Chi
The sisters of Alpha XI Dettawould like to congratulate Kerry Thorton on being choeen
Sigma Chi Sweetheart!!!
A XI0 • Sigma Chi • A XID • Sigma Chi
AGO'AGD•AGO■AGD■AGO■AGO
Alpha Gamma Delia wants to congratulate
Mania Coyto on her recent engagement to
Syracuse University's Mike Hays. We wish you
both the best ol lucki

AGO • AGO • AOO • AGD • AOD • AGD
AGD'AGD'AOD'AGO'AGO * AGO
Alpha Gamma Delta wants to congratulate
Wendy Gral on her recent lavalterlrtg to the Pfi
Tau's Jason Armstrong. Congrats!
AGO' AOO • AOD* AOD* AOD * AOO
AOO * AOD * AOD * AOD * AGD * AOD
Alpha Gamma Delta wants to congratulate
Angle Tajbkk on her recent lavalienng to the
Phi Delta Gary Stoutl Congrats'
AOO•AOO * AOO * AOD * AOO * AOD

ALPHA PHI SWEETHEART:
CONGRATULATIONS TO SEAN
JOYCE OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSfLON
FOR BEING CHOSEN AS OUR 1998
SWEETHEARTI
THE NEW MEMBERS THANK YOU i
AON ' Bo. Social • AOtl
What: Auction for homemade desserts
Where: AOII house
When. Thurs.. April 16fhal7p.m.
Come foin the tonl Everyone's welcome. All
proceeds go towards ArrhrittS Research.
April is International Guitar Monthl
25% Off G ui tar a/Basse s
50% Off Cases/Bags with instrument purchase
LOMS Music 352-0170
149 N. Main St.
April ia International Guitar Monthl
Apnl 15-20 onry
20% Off Guitar Accessories
LOMS Mus* 352-0170
149 N. Main St.
Attention Seniors
Did you RSVP for the Senior Send Off?
II not, the deadline is Wed., April 17th
Don't miss out on this opportunity to
meet Jason Jackson of ESPN
The -BG: A Festival of Memoriae'
will be held on Thurs. Apnl 25th
at 6:30 p.m m the MOeti Alumni Canter
Attention all students!
Grants. Scholarships Available
Qualify Immed 1 -800 257-3834
ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:
Don't forget to return you End-of the year report, summer contact, and Organizations Fair
registration to the Office of Student Life Office.
Room 405. Student Services by May 3. Any
question regarding these forms? Call Student
Life at 372-2843.
AXO * BETA 500 • AXO ' BETA 500 * AXO
GET PUMPED ALPHA CHISI BETA IS ALMOST
HERE AND WERE GONNA DO GREATI
GOOD LUCK TO OUR TEAM - MISSY.
THERESA,
SARA T., ANGEL. AND KIMI GO AXO!
AXO' BETA 500' AXO * BETA 500' AXO
Bon City • Bon City ' Boi City
Sleep-out tor the homeless
Friday, April 26 at 7 p.m.
To obtain a ticket, see your RA or
cal Wil Ranney at 372-1248
Sponsored by RSA. USG, UAO
Harsh man QG. and Rodgers QG
Call the Sports/Entertainment Line Today .
Sports fun, scorae. point spreads, and much
more. Call 1-900-858-6000 ext. 5857.
1299/min. Must be 18 yrs or older. ProCal
Co. 602-9547420.

OIVETHEOIFTOFUFE
GIVE BLOOD
BGSUBLOOOMOBILE
APRIL 15 19
10 30AM-4.30PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)

BGSUBLOOOMOBILE
APRl 19-19
10:30AM-430PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)
VOLUNTEERS SIGN IN THERE
Purchasing Club-APCS
Don't forget the dinner mtg on Thuraday at
Kaufmans at the Lodge. See you at 5.30pm.
Our speaker ia Chuck Poraasel from E icel av
Oustnes. He will speak about value management. Don't target your 15
PurchaaingClub-APCS
SOME STRAIGHT TALK ON HOMOSEXUALITY
PRESENTED BY ELLEN FULTON FROM
THE
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
APRIL 11. 1998*9 30PMM MAC
COUNTRYSIDE ROOM
ALL QUESTIONS ARE WELCOMEI
SPONSORED BY THE P.E.O.PL.E COM-

leTTEE
FOR BG1AB. WEEK APRl 1519
STUDY ABROADORIENTATION
There will be a study abroad orientation sea.
son tor students studying abroad during tha
summer and tie 1998-97 academic yaw.
Please come to one of the following see—ana:
Tues . Apr. 23 7 9pm 1103 Oflenhauer West
Wad., Apr. 24 7 9pm 1104Oftenhauer West
Please calf Sally Raymont at 372-0309 if you
hava any Questions
ULTIMATE 80S DANCE
Friday, April 19
6pm ■ 12a m
Galey in Harsh man Quad
Free food, games, cats, and doge
Benefit for
the Wood County Humane Society

CONQRATUUTIONS
Sieve Snydar and Trloa Runge
on being selected as top 10
for Outstanding Senior i
from Onentanon Board

ULTIMATE 80S DANCE
Friday,Apnl 19
8 p.m.- 12am

Do want D ke involved?
Do you want to gain leadership experience?
UAO Director Applicatlona now avail able lor
"Contemporary Issues
•Travel 'Outdoor Rec
Available in 330 Student union - Due 4/23
by 5pm ??rs CaH 372-2343
Oonl target the rwnetossl
Box City * Support for the homeless
Friday. April 26
Sleep in a txx in the
KreiacherrSSS Courtyard
Free Food 1 Entertainment
Party aH night long - OUTSIDE
Rain or Shine
Call 372-1248 or see your RA for tickets
Oonl ruin your epnng vacation because you're
too cheap to buy a tanning package.
Campus Tanning * 352-7889
EUROPE 11*8
CaribbearvMe.ico |1M R/T
Be e little flexible and save 111
Well help you beat the airkne prices
Destmeeene worldwide.
AIRHITCHI
airhitch# natcom.com
GET INVOLVED M eVrRAIstUFtALSII APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR THE
INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD FOB
FALL 1996 UNTL APRIL 23 *N THE NTRAMURAL OFFICE. PICK UP APPLICATION IN
130UNIVERSITY FELO HOUSE.

1 or 2 people to Ive in Columbia Courts lor tie *
98-97 school year. Cal Jen ® 353 0089 lor do I
tails i
;
1-2 Summer Sublessors Needed
house on 2nd Street, own room. 1185/mo * *
uM. CaH 372-4046 (Amy)
■
2 non-smoking male subJeasers needed for;
Fak/Spnng ol 98-97 school yr. Share room in 2 ■
bdrm. 2 bath apt. Dishwasher, turn, new car- ;
pel 1195 . elec for each 352-0831. ask for,
Tim.
I

Galley In Harsh man Ouad
Free rood, games, cats, and dogs
•eneflttor
the Wood County Humane Society

Easy living. Brand New (Almost). Graduate ■
students or young professionals Check out our |
delightful, spacious, 2 bdrm. apart. Energy effi- <
dent, A/C, dishwasher, etc. Need Sublet for !
summer for someone who would like to be;
comfortable & hassle free. Close to campus .
and town Tom or Rachel at 353-1623
;

'Believing In Tomorrow'
The kiterfralemity and Panhellenic
Councils 1996 Spring Award* Ceremony
Monday. Aprs 22
730 p.m.
University Union Lenhart Grand Ballroom

Female Sublessor wanted lor Summer
ll 50/rno. Close to campus. Start 6/1/98
372 5795

WANTED
11 GLOBAL SPORTS 11
Searching for athletes to play pro sports in toreion countries. Cell 810-997-7174.
1 male aubieeser needed tor summer Own
room, 122S/mo. Else, only. Cal 354-2283.

Female summer sublessor needed across;
from campus 1150 per month plus utilities I
Call 354-8135. Have own room. Start 5-11-96. I
House tor summer sublease.
3 bedrooms, porch 304 North Summit.

Call 353-0186

1 or 2 female summer subleaeors.
6th St. Apt. Call Dawn
513-84*9009

Off Campus Connection invites all May and August
graduating seniors who are living off campus to a

GRADUATION CELEBRATION
Thursday, April 25lh
5:00 to 7:00 P.M.

HOTIHOTIHOT!
Lose 20 lbs. by summer breaki
New metabolism breakthrough Results guaranteed! Free gift with purchase. 129.95 coat.
Can 1-600-334 1664

Off-Campus Slutlcnl

tocredtMt.ig
Per Minute Long Os TMecardi
1-600-730-6687 ACC .68

Mosclcy Hall

Hazel H. Smilh

Center,

INTERNSHIP: COOP ANO VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES FOR FALL SEMESTER.
THE KEY YEARBOOK IS LOOKING FOR
WRITERS * PHOTOGRAPHERS
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS * PR PEOPLE
ANO MARKETERS.
GET INVOLVED.
CALL 372-«0t8 OR STOP BY 26 WEST HALL
AND CHECK US OUTIII

For info./rcscivtiiions.
cull .172-891S or slop hyl
I Kill Mosclcy Hull
by April ixih.

but
YOU can help every day!

Don! hxget HSA aiecnons on Wednesday,
Apnl 17. at«:1Spm in 234 E. Harthman Hava
your aay about HSA1

NEED COMMUNITY SERVICE HOURS?
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

INTRAMURAL PRACTICUM OPPORTUNI
TsES: APPLICATIONS FOR SMD ANO REC
MAJORS ARE AVAILABLE FOR FALL SEMESTER. PICK UP APPLICATION IN 130
UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE. DEADLINE IS
APRIL 19.1998.

Earth day is April 22,

Honors Student Association

IPC Club April iBo-i elections at 9 p.m. in
Room BA 101.

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
352-9838
PIZZA iY THE SUC* 11.50
PEPPERONI-SAUSAGE-UUSHROOM-CHEESE

m

FBATIUlfillN©

Mark Kieswepter
104 S. MAIN

1» + OVKK

Visit our booth in the Union Oval on
April 23. You can win prizes by guessing
how much recyclable material is in our bins.
So, after you are done celebrating Earth
Day, spend BG's very own Earth Day with
usl

35.'. 0988

\2 Free
S Bagels
No purchase Necessary
LExpfraa S/1/M
Not valid With any othar offar

BGSU Recycling Program 372-8909

II
II
II

OFF II

(6\(6
Expiraa 5/1/M
Not valid With any othw oltar

! 6 Bagels

Any regular size deli
sandwich and beverage
ExpiratS/1/96
Not valid With any other offer

\r
Eggel with cheese

1

J V

Expires 5/1/96
Not valid Wth any other otter

J

\

1/2Pound I
i
Proo
! Bagel with any flavor j I I I CC of Cream

II
II
II
II
M V

cream cheese
only

Cheese
with purchase of 1/2
pound of cream cheese
of equal value

(61(6.

ExplrtM 5/1/96
Not wM With «ny othw oflar

M V

Explras 5/1/96
Not v a ltd With arty othar off a r

I
I
I
I;

J;
,4
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Tyson accuser goes public Turner Sports takes over full
Lawyer says woman isn't in it for publicity
control of Goodwill Games
Nancy Armour
The Associated Press
GARY, Ind. - TJie woman accusing boxer Mike Tyson of sexually assaulting her in a Chicago
nightclub is not out for publicity,
one of her lawyers said Tuesday.
LaDonna August kept her head
bowed as she entered Gary's
Genesis Convention Center,
flanked by four attorneys. She
remained seated and didn't speak
at the 30-minute news conference, often turning her head
away from photographers and
shielding her face with her
shoulder-length hair.
Her attorneys said August's
appearance at the news conference was her way of going public
with her accusations.
""We feel very comfortable in
our client and we believe in our
client," said Charles Graddick,
one of August's attorneys. "We
are not going to engage in any

type of activity that has no other
purpose than to bring harm or
embarrassment to someone."
August had not met Tyson or
had contact with him before
April 7, when she went to get her
coat from a private, upstairs
room at The Clique, a popular
nightspot on Chicago's South
Side, Graddick said. Someone introduced the 25-year-old Gary
beautician to the WBC heavyweight champion, then left the
room, he said.
"Immediately after that, there
was a confrontation between my
client and Mr. Tyson whereupon,
according to her, some inappropriate comments and statements
were made, followed immediately by Inappropriate touching and fondling, which included
a suckling ... of the left side of
her face," Graddick said.
August left the club with
friends and went to a Chicagoarea hospital. Contrary to earlier

reports, Graddick said August
reported the Incident before she
went to the hospital. She filed a
complaint April 9 with police.
Tyson has not been charged,
but Chicago police spokesman
Paul Jenkins said August told
police enough during a two-hour
interview Monday to keep the investigation alive. Police also
have talked to people who saw
Tyson at the club, and the boxer
has said he is willing to be questioned about that night, Jenkins
said.
Tyson was convicted in 1992 of
raping Desiree Washington, a
beauty pageant contestant in Indianapolis. He was released from
prison in March 1995, but must
serve four years probation.
Graddick said neither police
nor prosecutors has told him
when a decision will be made on
whether to charge Tyson.

The Associated Press
ATLANTA - The Goodwill
Games, plagued by financial
problems since it started a
decade ago, has taken over
operation of the 1998 edition in
New York and will run all future games without a local organizing committee, officials
said Tuesday.
A release from Goodwill
Games Inc., a division of Turner Sports, said It would immediately assume "sole responsibility for all aspects of planning and staging the games."
"We have examined the
Games from all sides, reviewing existing and alternative organizational structures, and we
are in agreement that the most
effective scenario is for a
single entity to guide the entire
project," games president Michael Plant said. "As owners of

the games, it made the most
sense for us to assume full responsibility."
Media mogul Ted Turner
started the Goodwill Games in
1986 in hopes of bringing
together athletes from the
United States and the Soviet
Union kept from competing by
two straight political boycotts
of the Olympics.
With the Cold War ended, the
games have evolved into an internationally recognized
multi-sport event.
From Moscow in '86, the
games went to Seattle In 1990
and St. Petersburg, Russia, in
1994. While they have produced some memorable athletic performances and a handful
of world records, the games
also have featured organizational problems affecting athletes, fans and the news media.
They also never have be-

come a commercial success,
pulling relatively low television ratings and losing more
than $70 million, frequently
putting Turner at odds with his
company's board over continuing the project.
The New York organizing
committee, which was awarded
the games in 1992, has raised
$49 million in capital commitments for a new aquatics
center and rennovation of a
track-and-field complex in
Nassau County, N.Y. It also has
started to solicit corporate
sponors, according to a Goodwill Games release.
"We appreciate the efforts of
the (organizing committee),"
Plant said. "They have built a
firm basis for the ultimate success of the games in the summer of 1998."

The BG News

$i0O0'a monthly residual income. No investment. No selling. Call 24 hrs.
1 BOO 223-6477. Sponsor. DA7522326.

Attention May BSW Graduates
Unison Behavioral Health Group
is seeking Case Managers to provide services
to clients with serious mental illness RepsonsIMibes will include providing assistance with
trie social, vocational, economic and environmental needs of assigned clients and assisting
in their abliry to live si the community. Valid
driver's license and Ohio counselor or social
work teens* is required, preferable LSW or
highter Excellent salary and benefits package.
Send resume with cover letter to
Unison Behavioral Healtti Group Inc.
Director Human Resources • CM, PO Box
1001S, Toledo, OH 43698-0015 by 4/2*96
EOE.

$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
No experience required. Begin now. For info
cal 301-306-1207.

Babysitter needed in my home during tie
summer. Monday thru Friday 8 00-5:30, in Per
rysburg Cal 874-0603.

tSS.OOO/YR. INCOME POTEHTlALreading
books. Tol tree (1) 800-898-9778 E.I R-2076
tor details.
'

Cashiers • Barney's Convenience Man now
accepting applications
Benefits 8 shilt
differential. Apply In parson at 181 1/2 S.
Main.

Summer Subieaser wanted for studio apartment. Cal Bryan al 353-6168. Leave message.
- * Interested in torn* valuable experience?
WEAL is hirlnig now toe the Wowing positions
for the 1 MS-1997 school yw:
.*
Operations Manager
Metal Music Director
Traffic Director
Programming Director
Production Director
* interested, drop off a reiume In 120 West
Weil area! Susan Daniel it 372 8656
Looking lor a subieaser Money and
date negotiable 354-6064.
Male or female subieaser Irom now until May.
$22S/mo. Close to campus Electric A phone
only. Very nice apt. Cal 353-3212
Male or female. Own room. Summer and Ian.
Fum. must be cool! AC. keg cooler, cheap,
oheap. cheap rent 353-2171, ask tor Tim or
Pawn.
One roommate needed for summer. Own
room, A/C, fully fumtshed and vary nice
apartment. Call 354-6192
Subieaser needed Irom 5/I0AT6 to 7/3ir96.
own bedroom and bathroom. $190 • gas 4
electnc. price negotiable. Cal Jim or Macy at
354-4516.
Summer '96
Apt. torrent
4ppl.$136/mo.
Close to campus

Call 354-4086
Summer Subieaser Needed
■ A-frame House. Own room: May - Aug. $500
Call 3526069.

Wanted: Singer/Songwriter lor Funk/Rock
Band. Established musicians w/major label
industry Interest looking lor serious inquiries
only. Call Scon Hayes at (419) 535-8860 or
Doug Summers at (419) 672-1361.

HELP WANTED

250 Counselors $ Instructors neededl
Private. coed summer camp in Pocono Mtns.,
NE Pennsylvania. Lohrkan, Box 234BG.
KenHwortn. NJ 07033(908) 276-0998

Childcare needed 2 11 p.m. Cal Vicki 8-2.
288-2255.

ALASKA
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS neededl
100 posit ions! Coed summer camp Pocono
Mine. PA. Good aalaryfllpal (908) 669-SMs.

Fishing Industry
Student neededl Earn up to
$3.000-$6,000 • par month.
Room and Board I
Transportationi Male or Female.
No experience necessary. For more
information cal:
t -206-971 -3510 ait. A554444
Student Employment Services

SUMMER SUBLEASEHS NEEDED
spacious 4 bdrm house ■ 4th and high
call: 352 7578
Summer subleasers needed tor 5 bedroom
house. Close to campus For more into call
353-4414 or 372-4507 or 372-6174.
SUMMER SUBLEASER(S) NEEDED
2 bdrm, low rant, low utilities
please call 352-1049
Summer Subieaser Needed House dose to
campus. Own room, $150 • uM par month
354 5184 Start after finals
Sun
rSubiea
s Neededl
Looking tor 2 people for the whole summer
(preferably friends) and one parson for final
session (7/1.&/9). Bis whitd house next to
Mark's ■ 536 E Wooster. great location' Cal
SS3-S464.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Fisherkn. Parks,
Resorts hiring tor summer' Earn to
$3.0O0-$6.000/moi Airfarel Room/Boardl
FREE VIDEO w/ program! Call
[919)932-1489. o»t A102.
Apartment cleaning starting May 10 - May 24.
Everything is supplied 316 E. Merry. Apt 3
btwn 10 6 2 or cal 3530325.
Are you 'Outgoing
'Sell. Motivated
'Goal-Oriented
'A Team Player
'Sales Experience
helpful but not necessary
The BG News is looking tor successful advertismg account executives tor Fall 1996/Spnng
1997 Applicaions available al 204 West Hal
or call John Virostek al 3722605 lor more details.

\\ In my book, SamB's,
my favorite BG restaurant,
deserves star billing. It's (he
best place to eat between
Toledo & Columbus ^^
The Tntedo Blade Krtrauram CrtlK

Child care In my Perrysburg home. Must have
own car. For an I 4 10 year old lor summer
care. Cal 874-6*94 Non-smoker please.

Now Hiring

CRUISE SHIP JOBS. APPLY NOW FOR
SUMMER. MIF. NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
HIGH PAY/BENEFITS.
1 -800-638-6845 Ext. C3507
EARN $500 or more weekly stufling envelopes
at home. Send long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers. Dap). Ul PO Box 1779. Denham
Springs, LA 70727.
Home City Ice Company is now hiring lor these
positione: Route Drivers. Production Stackers.
Truck Loaders. Competitive wages/flexible
schedules Locations throughout aJI of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan. Call for details at
1-800-899-6070
HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed. $45,000 income potential.
Call 1-800-513-4343 Elt. B-9849
INTERNSHIP: COOP ANO VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES FOR FALL SEMESTER.
THE KEYYEARBOOK IS LOOKING FOR
WRITERS' PHOTOGRAPHERS
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS ■ PR PEOPLE
AND MARKETERS
GET INVOLVED.
CALL 372-8086 OR STOP BY 28 WEST HALL
AND CHECK US OUTIIH
Local manufacturing company has need of
pan-time unskilled production employees.
These |obs are mainly assembly of smal parts.
Work 15-35 hours a week around your school
schedule Only one block off BGSU campus,
south ol Wooster Street, so you can walk or
drive. Many BGSU students work at this plant.
Rate ol pay is $4.25 per hour. Come by to pick
up an application form. Advanced Specialty
Products, Inc.. 428 dough Street. Bowing
Green, OH 43402.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Positions are now available at National Parks,
Forests 6 Wildlile Preserves. Excellent benefits $ bonusesi Cal: 1-206-971-3620 en. N
55445
__^

All positions
needed Immediately.
Apply in person at

BOB EVANS
RESTAUKANTS,
1726 E. WcorHsr, Bowing Green

Paralegal/LitigaDon Assistant
Part-time tor local research drm
Must possess excellent research skills.
And document preparation. Reply:
PO Box-441 Bowling Green, OH 43402

Interview
with us today.

146 North Main

♦
♦

t
\

Bowling Green

Just a lew smites from home

PART-TIME INSTRUCTORS
Kaplan, the nation's leading test prep company, is seeking instructors tor ACT, SAT,
GMAT, GRE. LSAT. and MCAT prep courses
In tne Toledo-Bowling Green area. Applicants
must be dynamic communicators and have
90tn percenuie scores on the appropriate
exams. For more information contact Bruce
Feinstein or Chad Schaedler at (419) 536-3701
or 1-800-KAP-TEST.

COME LIVE WITH US!!!
Leasing for Summer and Fall
Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Birch wood Place

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

Preferred Properties
530 S. Maple - Rental Office - 352-9378
All residents receive a membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa

Pan -time wait person, bartender, cook, positions available in busy restaurant at BG Conn
try Club. Apply m person. 923 Fairview Ave
SOFTBALL SCORE KEEPERS
CITY OF BOWLING GREEN PARKS AND
RECREATION DEPARTMENT SEEKS
SOFTBALL SCOREKEEPERS (EXPERIENCE PREFERRED) FOR ADULT LEAGUES
BEGINNING MAY 5 AND ENDWG AUGUST
31. IMS. APPLICANTS MUST BE AVAILABLE EVENINGS FROM 6:00PM TO 11 00PM
SUNDAY THROUGH THURSDAY. RATE Of
PAY IS $4 KVGAME APPLY IN PERSON AT
THE PARKS AND RECREATION OFFICE IN
CITY PARK CITY OF BOWLING GREEN IS
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Student Painters IS currently looking lor hard
working, motivated students to fin production
manager and painter positions tor this summer.
Have some fun m the sun while earning $5.50 $7SO per hour. Positions are available In al
suburbs of Cleveland. Akron, Toledo, Columbus, as well as hare in Bowling Green. For
more info and an application call
1 800-54 3-3792.
Student with car for Spring Clean-up and yard
work. Call 666-4527.
Sufficient Grounds Coffeehouse in
Perrysburg hiring coffee bartenders.
Full or part tjme 15mm IronBG. Call 419-872 2780

♦
♦

X♦

' 353C325 • Reduced Rates '
t or 2 bedroom apts Efficiencies A rooms. 300
block ol E. Merry. 9. 10, 12, 15 mo. leases tor
9697 school year.

For Rant - 3 bdrm. house, 2-3 females needed.
133 Manville. across from Marc's. Porch, big
kitchen. 12 month lease starting Hi May. Cat
352 5293 ASAP

Summer Groundskoepers and Painters • Wood
County Board of MR/DO has openings for six
people to work full-time temporary. $5.25 hour.
8:00 am. - 4.30 p.m.. Monday - Friday. High
School Diploma or equivalent required, must
be at least 16 years old. Position is available
for 12 weeks beginning on or about May 13,
1998. Application packets available al Wood
Lane Softool, Era B, 11160 E. Gypsy Ln. Rd..
Bowling Green between 6:00 am - 4*30 pm
Application deadline Is April 29,1996. EOE
SUMMER LIFEGUARD A SWIMMING
INSTRUCTOR POSITIONS
Student Recreation Center
Applications avail, in SRC office

Houses. 1 A 2 bedroom Furnished apts.
1 year, 9 month, and summer leases
Call 352-7454

• Summer Apartments Available'
Call 353-03 2S
Very dose to campus. ArC, Furnished

•" Rooms For Rant"
729 4th St corner of 4th A High St. Central air.
1 1/2 baths. Includes washer/dryer A can be
furnished. Females only. 353-0325

Room tor rent. Walking distance from campus
Share kitchen, living area. $225 uW Ind.
352-7468.
SENIOR/GRAD STUDENTS
2 bdrm, A/C. gaa heaL new painL A
carpet, quiet area, laundry. S495/mo.
Am pie Parking Jay-Mar Apia.

1 & 2 bdrm apt avax.9Ai2mo.
leasts including heat, hot water, cooking A
sower located Cough A Mi"cer 352-0164
1-2 female summer subleasers needed. Close
to campus. Own room. $500 tor the summer.
For more information call 354 2267.

ORAD STUDENTS/PROFESSIONAL
t bdrm, new, Ugh efflc, gas heat and cool
ceramic tile, plush apts. laundry S490ftno
Parking. The Homestead

1998-97 school year. 2 bdrm. fum. or unfum.
apts. $500 per mo. inci. free heat, water.
sower, gas A HBO 705 7th St. 354-0914.

GRAD STUDENTS/ PROFESSIONALS
t A 2 bdrm. quiet res. area, gas heat
and cooking Ideal for young married.
$390 A $495 ■ Liberty Si
Cal 364-6036 10-5

3 Bedim house on University Ln, 860.00 ♦ utilities, 1 yr. lease, avail. 5/1.
1 Bedrm. apt. on University Ln, 59500 includes utilises. 1 yr lease, avail. 5/1.
3 Bedrm. house on Leroy Ave.. 860.00 ♦ utilities, 1 yr lease, aval. 5715.

Seniors graduating in Dec looking for roommate fail semester only. Own room. $t6S mo.
. elec. Can Jen or Brandi 352-6384.

3 Bedrm. house on Harvest Ln. (family preferred) 995 00 . utilities, t yr. lease, avail. 6/1.

Subieaser needed for summer.
1436 Napoleon house own room
$i75/mo. Negotiable Jen 352-8752

Clean. Deluxe 2 bdrm. lurn. dishwashers, resident mgr., A/C heat, water A sewer prov.
Need May renters - Call Greg 354-0401 after
6pm.
Eftlc. t A 2 bdrm. apts. in houses.
12 mo. leases only starting in May. Sieve
Smith 352-8917, (no calls after 9:00pm)

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 Third St renting (or the
coming Smr. sch. yr 199&97 A
12mo Excellent 1 br. A 2br. units
Convenient location, reasonable rates.
Al utlines Included.
StopbyoflceflO.
PHONE 352-4966

Subieaser needed. 1 bdrm. efficiency apt., furnished. clean, quiet, wry close to campus Perfeet lor grad student or older undergrad. Available May 10 - Aug. 15 $270rmontrt . elec.
352-5336.
Summer. 2 Bdrm.
352-7311

Want your own apt. for the summer. Cal
Brooke al 354.9735.
Wanted 1 or 2 female subleasers tor summer
session Only ti30 00/mo per person Close
to Campus, central air. Carl GinarSara at
3522325

Management Inc.

The Lighthouse Cale. 2605 Broadway. Toledo
Now Hiring. Apply 10-2 Weds AThurs.
TROPICAL RESORTS HI RING
Entry-level 4 career positions available worldwide (Hawaii. Mexico, Caribbean, ate). Waititaft. housekeepers. SCUBA dive leaders, fitness counselors, and more.
Call Raaort Employment Services
1 -206-971 -3600 eiL R5S443.

Benefit Concert

For ILInk

Advocacy Program
Serving Sexual Assault
Survivors

81 Honda CM 400E Street Motorcycle
Mint Condition 3900 miles $1400 080
Call 372-6361
87' Chevy Astro Van, many new parts. Asking
$3,500 or best otter Call (419) 372-3438 ask
for Net if no answer leave a message.
Brand New Futon Frame
Best Otter
Call Elizabsti at 353-0250

For Sale Macintosh printer Srylewriler II only
2yrs old $70080.Call Stave al372-4191.
For sale Brother 760 Word Processor $70
OBO. and large dorm size refrigerator $70
060 Cal 354-0065 ask lor Gary.

Easy Street
Mon. April 22,1996
9 p.m. - 2 a.m.
21 & over S3.00
under 21 S4.00

Plymouth Horizon '88,7S.000mi. good eond .
MUST SELL $1700 Leave a message
419 8661806 -^-f

Management Inc.
DALE
8-15-96

Tickets in advance
at the Link
• Brown Star
• Nicole Donnelly
• Bill Kline
• Mary Spayd

Management Inc.
EVERGREEN APTS-215
E. POE Rd. 1 BDRM or
EFFICIENCY units. 15
min. walk to Math/Science
Bldg. $225 & $330/monlh.
Only 9 left for 1996-97
353-5800

FEATURING!

MTEGAL
PLUMB

Management Inc.

Come Fly With Us!
Private, Instrument, Commercial!
-

„>■

Ground School Starts in May
Information Packets Available

M NOFA
Inc.

NORTHWEST OHIO FLYING ASSOCIATION, INC.
Wood County Airport. 1255 E. Poe Rd., BO • 353-0389

:*•* ,-!.».

1045 N. Main St.
1 BEDROOM, Great
Location 716 E. Wooster
#2 Across from South
Hall. 12/mo lease starts
5-15-96 410 4 Elec.
353-5800

hind

For Sate: Sony CO player. $65 Call 372-11S7.

• Recurrent Training
■Flight Instruction
(Single; t MukU.Englne)
•Aircraft Ranti
•Aircraft Sales
•Aerial Photograj
•Airplane*. Rides.,
•Business Arrcra;
Mgrnt
fl
•GUI Certtfleates ■

•

Take Over Lease. 96-97 school yr. 1 bdrm. apt
pay elec. only. FREE gas heat and shuttle to
campus Cal Clare 35^0628

Apply NOW! For mlo cal 2-7477.

Nikon 6006 SLR. 3S-80 zoom lens, plus accessories. $425. Also, Sony tr>disc changetor car. $275. Call Scon at 354-1021.

♦

Efficiency subieaser needed tor next year. 1/2
block from dowtown coffee shops A bars. Cat
Jason @ 3S2-5286 leave message.

CALL 352-3445
We are famify of 20 and we own these apts.
We are hungry. Please, if you don't need an
apL, we are still accepting donations.
601 3rd'"704 5lh'"710 7tri

Summer Busineee
Are you an entrepreneur?
Great opportunity, tow star! up cost
Management training
Earn up to $600 par week.
Vehide required
Call Greenland Irrigation
1-800-361-4074

Car A Home Stereo Epuipment for sate. Also
have got ball for sale. Please cal 352-3069
lor mlo. or leave message.

♦
♦
♦

FOR RENT

Other houses and apartments avail, on 8/1.
Call 352 9371 and leave message

FOR SALE

E.O.E.
Schedule an

NEED MONEY?
SUMMER JOBS IN FOOD
OPERATIONS FOR BGSU STUDENTS
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT AND ALL
FOOD OPERATIONS DINING UNITS.
C-STORES, AND SNACK BARS.

*„* .»„■» .* ------

NEW 2 BEDROOMS HILLSDALE APTS 1045 N.
Main St. (behind office)
only 2 left for 1996-97.
$600/mo 353-5800_

Management Inc.
WILLOW HOUSE - 830
FOURTH ST.Large 1 bdrm,
A/C only 1 left Starts 8/15/96.
$330/mo 353-5800

